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ABSTRACT
The proliferation of location-based services highlights the need to develop an accurate indoor localiza-
tion solution. The global navigation satellite system does not deliver good accuracy indoors because
of weak signal. One solution is to piggyback Wi-Fi technology, which is widespread in offices and
domestic environments. This wireless communication has a promising future, with the possibility
to estimate locations with a single gateway by combining channel state information with fingerprint-
ing. However, the existing solutions are often limited to a specific setup and are hard to replicate in
other situations. Furthermore, channel state information consists of complex data, which hampers the
learning phase of machine learning techniques. This paper assesses the performances of unsupervised
data complexity reduction methods by considering different data collection scenarios with multiple
antenna elements at the anchor gateway. The study puts forward an evaluation method based on five
heuristic scores to guide the design of future fingerprinting solutions based on channel state informa-
tion. This has been extended to several spatial distributions of training locations, and we show that the
kernel entropy component analysis is more suitable for implementation than the principal component
analysis, the factor analysis, the independent component analysis and the kernel principal component
analysis.

1. Introduction
The internet is set to connect billions of devices support-

ing health monitoring, augmented reality or location-based
services (LBS) [1]. LBS is well supported by global naviga-
tion satellite systems (GNSS) outdoors. However, the reach
of satellite signals is very weak indoors. To mitigate this,
some companies have developed multi-technologies-based
systems to estimate the location of users and provide a con-
tinuous positioning service [2]. However, combining several
technologies increases costs and reduces energy efficiency,
two prerequisites of low-energy, low-cost communications
within the Internet of Things (IoT).

As a result, efforts were made to develop robust indoor
localization algorithms based on only one wireless and ubiq-
uitous network. Among the existing technologies, Wi-Fi is a
relevant option because of its ubiquitous deployment in of-
fices and domestic environments, and the recent 802.11ax
standard. This standard enables a very flexible Wi-Fi net-
work thanks to the orthogonal frequency division multiplex-
ing access (OFDMA) scheme [3]. Communications can be
modulated with a 2 to 160 MHz bandwidth related to the 2.4
and 5 GHz transmission frequency. In this way, a gateway
can allocate its resources efficiently according to different in-
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door applications such as low-energy communications, 4K
data streaming or video games. Combined with multiple-
inputs multiple-outputs (MIMO) technology, this standard
ensures the quality of data transmission as well as the cov-
erage of gateways.

The proliferation of OFDM-MIMO systems has
prompted industry experts and researchers to look for alter-
native signal information, such as channel state information
(CSI). CSI is collected at the physical layer of devices
and prevents multipath fading. Its robustness makes it
a promising solution for indoor localization, as one can
determine the location with a single anchor gateway. A first
approach is to use hyper-resolution techniques [4–7]. It is
mainly based on the direction of arrival (DoA) estimation of
multiple transmission paths from the signal source location.
One disadvantage of this approach is that the system must
know the location and the antenna geometry of the anchor
gateway. Furthermore, the estimation of all the DoAs is
time-consuming for the network, and energy-wasting for the
target devices.

These problems can be handled by the fingerprinting
approach introduced in RADAR with the received signal
strength (RSS) indicator [8]. It consists of correlating new
input with a database of measures collected from the area
of interest. However, RSS is very sensitive to multipath
fading and shadowing; it requires prior analysis to ensure
a target device is covered by multiple gateways [9]. An
option to tackle this is to use CSI in the fingerprinting
approach, as suggested in FIFS [10], CSI-MIMO [11] or in
deep learning-based solutions [12–19]. But the developed
solutions were studied in a unique experimental setup
that does not provide a clear performance assessment.
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Furthermore, the solutions do not highlight the learning
difficulties induced by the high dimensionality of CSI data.
Some studies looked at signal information complexity in
RSS-based fingerprinting [20, 21]. However, CSI-based
fingerprinting [22, 23] stills lacks research on data com-
plexity reduction (DCR).

This paper proposes a method based on multiple scores
to assess CSI-based fingerprinting solutions in single-
gateway indoor localization. It is assumed that the solution
is designed for low-energy and low-cost communication, i.e.
only the single gateway is composed of multiple antenna el-
ements. A first analysis covers the variations of locations
estimation performances in three data collection scenarios
and four single input multiple outputs (SIMO) configura-
tions. This analysis is extended to the assessment of unsu-
pervised DCR (UDCR) methods to improve accuracy. Af-
terwards, we define a multi-score evaluation. The goal is to
identify an appropriate solution whatever the data collection
scenarios and SIMO configurations. The analysis is applied
to different training mesh grids (TMG), i.e. different spa-
tial distributions of locations for the learning task. The use
case of the study is the assessment of the UDCR methods
designed to simplify the learning process of ML techniques.
The method then helps identify the best UDCR method for
CSI-fingerprinting in a single-gateway-based indoor local-
ization.

The major contributions of this work are:
• A systematic analysis of CSI-based fingerprinting ac-

cording to different data collection scenarios and mul-
tiple SIMO configurations of single anchor gateway.

• An evaluation method based on multiple scores for
quick recommendations when designing a new CSI-
based fingerprinting solution. This has been applied
to multiple UDCR methods and the analysis has been
extended to a variety of TMGs in the same area of in-
terest.

• The first application of KECA for CSI-based finger-
printing, a powerful algorithm that has already proven
its efficiency in image recognition [24] and data anal-
ysis [25].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
includes a short review of the state of the art. Section 3 out-
lines the CSI data collection procedure in the testbed. Vari-
ous data collection scenarios and configurations of gateway
antenna elements are also discussed. Section 4 states the
tested UDCR methods, the location estimation framework
and reviews some results from Section 3. Our multi-score
evaluation is defined in Section 5, and its applications dis-
cussed. Finally, we summarize the key findings and provide
guidelines for further work.

2. Related Works
In this section we review fingerprinting-based indoor

localization as well as the application of different methods

to reduce data complexity.
RSS-based Fingerprinting: Today a large number of

Wi-Fi based solutions use received signal strength (RSS),
which is extracted from the medium access control layer.
This indicator helps to assess the quality of signal transmis-
sions in the propagation medium; it has been widely used
to estimate the location of users. Multiple solutions have
emerged based on the multilateration approach [26–28], but
they depend on knowing the locations of the anchor gate-
ways. The fingerprinting approach however is used to col-
lect RSS data in the area of interest, a priori. The resulting
database is then split in two: one half is dedicated to train a
ML technique. The second half is used to test the efficiency
of the trained ML solution. This approach has first been ex-
plored in RADAR [8]. With a k-nearest neighbors (kNN)
classifier, the implemented system achieved a median accu-
racy of less than three meters on an area of 978.75 m2 cov-
ered by three anchor gateways. This solution led to the devel-
opment of other ML techniques based on statistical learning
theory such as the Naïve Bayes (NB) classifier with HORUS
[29] or the neural networks [30]. However, the use of RSS
indicators requires the area to be covered by three gateways;
the deployment must therefore minimize overlapping cover-
age [9]. Another drawback is the fact that multipath fading
and shadowing severely hinders the quality of RSSmeasure-
ments.

CSI-based Fingerprinting: In the near future, finger-
printing will be supported by the development of passive in-
door data collection, based on sensors embedded in smart-
phones [31–37]. It will have the benefit of reducing the
costs of data collection deployment or database updates. As
smartphones support OFDM-MIMO processing, it is an op-
portunity to combine the advantage of CSI data and finger-
printing. CSI is currently not provided by default by smart-
phones, so the experimentmust include dedicated equipment
such a channel sounder [38] or a software-defined radio [39].
Another option is to modify an off-the-shelf Wi-Fi card, as
indicated by the Atheros CSI Extraction Tool [40] or Linux
802.11n CSI Tool [41]. However, the acquisition of data
depends on the standards’ protocols. In any case some CSI-
based fingerprinting systems have emerged to enhance the
performance of location estimation. For instance, the FIFS
method [10] reduced the median localization errors by 32%
compared to HORUS. CSI-MIMO [11] reduced the median
localization errors by 57% compared to the FIFS approach.
In these solutions, CSI has been processed to reduce data
complexity without a loss of relevant information.

Data Signal Complexity: High-dimensional data cre-
ates severe disturbances in the training of ML techniques.
For instance, a large number of gateways degrades the lo-
calization performances in RSS-based fingerprinting. P.-C.
Lin et al. [42] assessed the effect of principal component
analysis (PCA), independent component analysis (ICA),
and discrete cosine transform (DCT) on the weighted kNN
regression, to reduce the location estimation errors. The
tests showed that PCA outperforms ICA and DCT methods
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by reducing the data complexity from 15 dimensions to
3. J. Luo et al. [43] applied the kernel trick to PCA to
deliver better results, regardless of the spatial density of
the training locations. In CSI-based fingerprinting, data
complexity stems from the configuration of OFDM-MIMO
communications. To handle this, Jinsong Li et al. [22]
applied the FOS algorithm associated with a neural net-
work regression. They achieved an accuracy error 65.5%
lower than HORUS. More recently, deep learning methods
have been implemented to perform location estimations
[12–18, 44, 45]. In a complex environment, E-Loc [19],
deployed for low-cost and low-energy communication,
reduced by 50% the median localization error compared
to RADAR with three gateways. However, the DCR and
deep learning solutions have been limited to studies in a
specific setup. Moreover, a scoring system is needed to
improve the reliability of CSI-based fingerprinting solutions.

In RSS-based fingerprinting, some new approaches have
been put forward to assess the selection of labels [46], the
performance of location estimations [20, 21, 42, 47] or
to determine the best parameters to optimize a Wi-Fi net-
work [48]. However, the lack of analysis tools in CSI-
based fingerprinting hinders the development of reliable so-
lutions. Our work builds on previous research by consid-
ering the data collection scenarios and the SIMO config-
urations where only the single gateway has multiple an-
tenna elements. By showing the difficulty to recommend
the best UDCRmethod, we generate results for all the meth-
ods across all possible setups. We then select the method
based on multiple scores that summarize the performances
in a specific TMG. To enhance the confidence of our results,
the method is extended to different TMGs. This guarantees
the robustness of our evaluation.

3. The Experiment
CSI-based fingerprinting relies on a database composed

of signals collected in the targeted area. This section starts
by describing the CSI data in the frequency domain as well
as its final shape, based on data collection made with a ded-
icated measuring equipment. It then introduces the area be-
ing studied, including the distributions and number of train-
ing and testing locations, the gateway location and the differ-
ent data collection scenarios. The third part compiles some
preliminary studies about the experiment.
3.1. Channel State Information

The Wi-Fi IEEE 802.11 standards implement an OFDM
or OFDMA scheme on the physical layer to enhance the
communication of data in presence of multipath fading.
Specifically, a OFDM-based signal processing is based on
the fast Fourier transform (FFT). At the transmitter level, the
OFDM scheme transforms binary data into a set of complex
values. Then the scheme associates these complex values
with subcarriers in frequency domain. The spacing between
subcarriers is orthogonal to ensure a consistent bandwidth
of the propagation channel. Then, an inverse FFT converts

Figure 1: Experiment area with locations of furniture.

the dataflow in time domain to make them workable for the
transmission. At the receiver level, a reverse procedure re-
stores the data from time to frequency domain. During the
data recovery, the system estimates the channel frequency
response (CFR) matrix. Let X be the Fourier transform of
the transmitted signal, Y be the receiver one and N be the
noise. The CFR matrix,H is then estimated as follows:

Y = HX +N. (1)
In addition to an OFDM scheme, Wi-Fi systems sup-

port MIMO technologies to improve data throughput. Then,
knowingR, S and T , which are, respectively, the number of
receiving antenna elements, the number of subcarriers and
the number of transmitting antenna elements, the element-
wise complex representation ofH may be written as an ele-
ment of a 3D data tensor as follows:

Hr,s,t = |Hr,s,t|e
j∠Hr,s,t (2)

where r ∈ [1,… , R], s ∈ [1,… , S] and t ∈ [1,… , T ].
Here, the CFR estimation is performed by a channel sounder
[38], where the subcarriers frequency spacing is 122.07 kHz
in 250 MHz (i.e. 2048 subcarriers), and the central fre-
quency has been set to 5.2 GHz to ensure an interference-
free environment. The receiver is a half-wavelength spaced
linear antenna array of eight elements and the transmitter is
a half-wavelength spaced squared antenna array of four ele-
ments. The height and antenna orientations of both commu-
nicating systems cannot be changed during the data collec-
tion. This condition ensures that a location estimation can
only be disturbed by the data collection scenario, the envi-
ronment and the MIMO configurations.
3.2. Experiment Area and Testbed

The area is composed of five rooms, one internal corri-
dor and one external corridor as presented in Fig. 1. Mul-
tiple furniture such as chairs, metal cabinets and electronic
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Figure 2: The living room, the central room of the area. [49]

Figure 3: Experiment testbed with training locations in blue
dots and testing locations in red squares.

devices have been installed to reflect common environments
such as shown in Fig. 2. The blue dots and red squares
plotted in Fig. 3 are different locations of the transmitter
i.e. the target device. The blue dots represent the training
locations and fully cover the area. The spatial distribution
of the training locations constitutes the initial TMG of rect-
angular meshes. The average distance between the training
locations is 80 centimetres to facilitate future generation of
TMGs with a larger spacing and to have a good representa-
tion of the static propagation medium. Note that we did not
succeed in collecting data at some locations due to the size
of the measuring equipment, and the presence of furniture.
We keep a narrow spacing to have the best representation of
signal variations in the area. The red squares represent the
testing locations which are uniformly scattered in the stud-
ied area. In the experiment area, we consider a testbed of
108 training locations and 14 testing locations. A motion-
less receiver i.e. the multi-antenna gateway, is represented
by a yellow star on the top-left corner of Fig. 3. This loca-
tion adheres to the specifications of fixed wireless network
technologies [50], a promising mainstream service to reduce
fiber deployment where the indoor anchor gateways closest
to the outdoor environment maintain a wireless connection

with an outdoor network.
At every location of the target device, the CFR data col-

lection follows three scenarios, in that order:
• 20 samples for 10 seconds in a static environment (SE)

with stationary target device. This means the received
signal is only disrupted by the area topology and the
thermal noise.

• 80 samples for 20 seconds in a dynamic environment
(DE) with a stationary target device. Three people
move andmodify slightly the study area topology such
as opening and closing doors or moving chairs. This
scenario represents more faithfully a routine situation.

• 20 samples for 10 seconds allowing small, arbitrary
moves of the target device around its location. The
propagation medium is static. This approach is equiv-
alent to spatial averaging (SA) measurements used for
estimating the power delay profile.

A scenario mixing DE and SA scenarios could be ex-
plored but the lack of human participants limits the adequate
collection of data. Hence, CFR data from the training loca-
tions leads to a training dataset of 2,160 samples in SE and
SA scenarios, and 8,840 samples in the DE scenario. The
testing dataset is made of 280 samples in SE and SA scenar-
ios, and 1,120 samples in the DE scenario. Every sample
corresponds to data as presented in Eq. 2.

However, CFR data collected with the channel sounder,
as presented in Section 3.1, does not fit with the specifica-
tions of Wi-Fi standards. Most of the existing CSI-based
fingerprinting solutions use the Atheros CSI extraction tool
[40] and the Linux 802.11nCSI tool [41], which are based on
Wi-Fi 802.11n standard [3]. Furthermore, the phase of CFR
tensor elements must be processed to remove synchroniza-
tion issues between communicating devices. Then, we focus
only on the amplitude of CFR tensor elements. The data ten-
sor is interpolated along the subcarriers to build a new set of
subcarriers with a spacing of 312.5 kHz. Afterwards, only
56 of all the resulting subcarriers are conserved around the
central frequency. This way, CFR data fit within a 20 MHz
bandwidth, as in the recent Wi-Fi standards. This is also
a good opportunity to have conditions closer to low-energy
communications. Finally, we consider a unique antenna el-
ement at the transmitter i.e. T = 1 like an uplink SIMO
communication, a common situation in the low-energy in-
door localization.
3.3. Preliminary Study

The experiment covers different data collection scenar-
ios and the SIMO configuration includes up to eight antenna
element at the gateway. In domestic and office environments,
the number of antenna elements at the gateway may vary
from 2 to 8. After presenting a location estimation with a
NB classifier, this preliminary study will present the perfor-
mances of indoor localization with varying parameters.
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3.3.1. Location Estimation
The NB classifier is widely exploited in indoor loca-

tion estimations and achieves satisfying results with low-
computational burden [10, 11, 29]. Let (X1,… , Xk) ∈ ℝk

be a set of elements from the CFR data tensor, and C be a
class, then the Bayes law defines the probability of a class C
according to the set of features (X1,… , Xk) as follows:

P (C|X1,… , Xk) =
P (C)P (X1,… , Xk|C)

P (X1,… , Xk)
(3)

In this equation, the data samples collected at a training lo-
cation form a class. The occurrence of classes is uniform
and the number of classes depends on the TMG. With the
chain rule and the assumption of the independence of vari-
ables, we can rewrite P (X1,… , Xk|C) called the likelihoodterm:

P (X1,… , Xk|C) =
k
∏

i=1
P (Xi|C) (4)

That means we only need to know the distribution of a fea-
ture according to a class. In the NB classifier, the parame-
ters of P (Xi|C) are estimated with a maximum likelihood
approach. To avoid excessive computation time, a common
approach is to assume that the data distribution for each class
is known. Here, we assume a Gaussian distribution. It fol-
lows that NB needs to estimate the mean and the variance of
samples from each training location. Clearly, this assump-
tion is weak: multipath fading leads to some elements of the
CFR data tensor not strictly following a Gaussian distribu-
tion [51].

After getting the probabilities P (Xi|C) for i ∈ [1,… , k]
of all the existing classes, we estimate the location of a test-
ing sample as follows:

Ĉ =
Z
∑

j=1
P (Cj|X1,… , Xk).Cj (5)

where Z is the number of existing classes.
3.3.2. Data Collection Scenarios

We carry out the data collection for the three scenarios as
described in Section 3.2. With eight antenna elements at the
gateway, we first train the NB classifier on a training dataset,
within a SE scenario.

In Fig. 4, we plot the median localization errors gener-
ated with the testing datasets in the SE, DE and SA scenar-
ios. We have a slightly lower median localization error by
selecting the SA scenario. However, we ignore this scenario
because a target device is subject only to the SE and DE
scenarios in real-life conditions. Hence, we do not need to
consider the type of data collection scenario for the testing
dataset when assessing performance.
We then extend the analysis by varying the data collection
scenario for the training dataset, while keeping the DE sce-
nario for the testing dataset, which is close to real life con-
ditions. Fig. 5 shows that the scenario of the training data

Figure 4: Median localization errors with a training in SE sce-
nario and a test in SE, DE and SA scenarios.

Figure 5: Median localization errors with a training in SE, DE
and SA scenarios and a test in DE scenario.

collection impacts the performances of the NB classifier.
Specifically, the error decreases by 59% from the SE to SA
scenarios. A scenario with multiple perturbations is then
highly appropriate for the location estimation. A benefit of
the SA scenario is the possibility to deploy quickly an effi-
cient solution that can compete with a data collection in daily
use cases.
3.4. SIMO Configurations

The previous analysis is realized with eight antenna el-
ements at the anchor gateway. However, such a condition
is rare nowadays because only the Wi-Fi 802.11 ac/ax stan-
dards can operate with this SIMO configuration. We also
highlight that the performances are higher in the SA sce-
nario for the training dataset. However, the consideration
of SLAM solutions to leverage the CSI-based fingerprinting
requires the evaluation of SE and DE scenarios for the train-
ing datasets. We vary R from 2 to 8 by picking the SE, DE
and SA scenarios for the training dataset. The testing dataset
is selected from the SE scenario.

The results for each scenario of training data collection
are presented in Fig. 6 , 7 and 8. The variation of antenna ele-
ments at the gateway does not impact performance if the data
collection is in SE or DE. However, the median localization
errors in the SA scenario decreases when R increases. This
proves that the higher the number of antenna elements at the
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Figure 6: Median localization errors with R = 2, 4, 6, 8. The
training and testing phase in SE data collection scenario.

Figure 7: Median localization errors with R = 2, 4, 6, 8. The
training phase in DE scenario and the testing phase in SE
scenario.

Figure 8: Median localization errors with R = 2, 4, 6, 8. The
training phase in SA scenario and the testing phase in SE sce-
nario.

gateway, the better the information contributing to the learn-
ing process in the SA scenario. In this case, the variation of
antenna elements at the gateway determines the efficiency of
solutions.

4. Study of UDCR methods
We have seen that the training data collection scenario

and the SIMO configurations impact the localization errors.
We now extend this analysis to the UDCR methods be-

cause of their efficiency in improving indoor localization
[22, 23, 42, 43]. We begin by introducing the location es-
timation framework, the five selected UDCR methods, and
their application with regards to some setup parameters.
4.1. Location Estimation Framework

Implementing a UDCR method involves several steps.
These are:
Step 1: Applying the UDCR method on the training dataset
to generate a feature extraction (FE) model.
Step 2: Transforming the training and testing datasets into
low-dimensionality datasets with the FE model.
Step 3: Using the low-dimension training dataset to generate
a ML model. We keep the NB classifier to learn as well as
to estimate the samples from testing locations.
Step 4: Providing the median location error by the appli-
cation of the ML model on the low-dimensionality testing
dataset.
4.2. Presentation of UDCR methods

We have selected PCA, ICA, FA, KPCA and KECA
methods because of their differences during the features ex-
traction process. Each method must find the set of rele-
vant features and hyperparameters that provides the lowest
median errors. To do this, we have implemented a heuris-
tic approach, called the fast localization performance search
(FLPS). The idea is to evaluate the localization errors for a
range of hyper-parameters values according to different ex-
tracted features. Then, the method selects the best configu-
ration for the UDCR method.
Let m be the number of CSI samples, n be the initial number
of features that is equal to the number of tensor elements in
one CFR data, R be the number of antenna elements at the
gateway and k be the number of extracted features. The FE
generation step of the FLPS of UDCRmethods include steps
1 and 2 of the location estimation framework. On the other
hand, the ML generation step includes steps 3 and 4 of the
location estimation framework.
4.2.1. Principal Component Analysis

PCA is a famous algorithm to generate FE model that
has proved its efficiency in indoor localization [23, 42]. Intu-
itively, PCAdetermines the new vector space thatmaximizes
the variance of projected data onto a new axis called load-
ing vectors. Mathematically, if we consider X ∈ Mm,n(ℝ)the input data, finding the best loading vector ŵ ∈ ℝn is
equivalent to:

ŵ = argmaxwTw=1wTXTXw (6)
With high-speed computing, singular value decomposition
(SVD) is now used to determine the loading vectors. If we
have the covariance matrix XTX and the SVD of X which
isX = UΣW T whereU ∈Mm,m(ℝ) andW ∈Mn,n(ℝ) arerespectively the left and right singular vectors matrix of X
and Σ ∈ Mm,n(ℝ) is the diagonal matrix of singular values
in descending order, the covariance matrix becomes:

XTX = (UΣW )TUΣW = W TΣ2W (7)
B. Berruet et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 6 of 14
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A benefit of PCA is that the generated model does not
vary with the number of relevant extracted features. The best
uncorrelated features correspond to the top eigenvalues and
loading vectors.

The FLPS with PCA is realized as follows:
Step 1: Proceeding with the FE generation by finding R rel-
evant features, we select this limit to reduce the computation
time to find the best model.
Step 2: Performing the ML generation with the first feature,
then the first two, and so on.
Step 3: Comparing the R median localization errors and se-
lecting the FE and ML models corresponding to the lowest
error.
4.2.2. Factor Analysis

The FA approach gives a linear combination of Gaussian
latent variables called factors [52] that are uncorrelated com-
ponents of datasets in the new vector space. Mathematically,
if we consider X ∈ Mm,n(ℝ) the matrix of measured data,
then:

X = LF + E (8)
where L ∈ Mm,k(ℝ) is the loading matrix and does not
vary across samples, F ∈ Mk,n(ℝ) is the factor matrix and
E ∈ ℝn is a stochastic error matrix. k is the desired number
of factors. The vectors associated with the selected factors
enable the projection of the matrix X.

The FLPS with FA is realized as follows:
Step 1: Proceeding with the FE generation by finding r rel-
evant features.
Step 2: Performing the ML generation with the first feature,
then the first two, and so on.
Step 3: Repeating steps 1 and 2 where r = 1..R. We select
this limit, R, to reduce the computation time to find the best
model.
Step 4: Comparing all the generated median localization er-
rors and selecting the FE and ML models corresponding to
the lowest error.
4.2.3. Independent Component Analysis

Coming from the cocktail party problem, ICA sepa-
rates a multivariate signal into independent subcomponents.
Contrary to factors in FA, the independence implies non-
Gaussian subcomponents that are estimatedwith 3-order and
4-order statistical moments, with a high-sensitivity to ex-
treme values. The negentropy is then used for obtaining this
measure of non-Gaussianity [53]. Finally, ICA finds a pro-
jection space which maximizes the negentropy. In our study,
we perform the FastICA algorithm to realize the estimation
of the independent subcomponents.

FastICA infers the measured variables and does not sort
the independent variables in descending order. The FLPS
with ICA is realized as follows:
Step 1: Proceeding with the FE generation by finding r rel-
evant features.
Step 2: Performing the ML generation with all the permuta-
tions of the generated features.

Step 3: Repeating the steps 1 and 2 where r = 1..R. We se-
lect this limit, R to reduce the computation time to find the
best model.
Step 4: Comparing all the generated median localization er-
rors and selecting the FE and ML models corresponding to
the lowest error.
4.2.4. Kernel Principal Component Analysis

Kernel PCA (KPCA) is an enhanced variant of PCA
which takes advantages of kernel trick to span the dataset in
an infinite dimension space. This procedure is designed to
transform non-separable clusters into separable ones. Math-
ematically, let X and Y be two features vectors in the input
space  and a function �:  →  , then we define the kernel
trick K ∈ ℝ as follows:

K(X, Y ) = ⟨�(X), �(Y )⟩ (9)
where ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩ is the inner product in  . The kernel trick re-
sults in a matrix inMm,m() where an element corresponds
to the inner product of one sample fromX with one from Y .
After processing, the algorithm proceeds with an eigenval-
ues decomposition of the transformed data [43]. In the end,
the algorithm retains only the eigenvectors associated with
the highest eigenvalues to reduce data complexity. The ex-
tracted features are then found by projectingX over the built
FE model.

However, KPCA requires hyperparameters such as the
kernel function and the kernel parameter. Then, the FLPS
with KPCA is realized as follows:
Step 1: Selecting hyper-parameters.
Step 2: Proceeding with the FE generation by finding r rel-
evant features.
Step 3: Performing the ML generation with the first feature,
then the first two, and so on.
Step 4: Repeating steps 1, 2 and 3 where r = 1..R. We select
this limit, R to reduce the computation time to find the best
model.
Step 5: Repeating step 4 by changing the polynomial and
radial basis function kernels where 50 kernel parameters are
picked from 0.0001 up to 400.
Step 6: Comparing all the generated median localization er-
rors and selecting the FE and ML models corresponding to
the lowest one.
4.2.5. Kernel Entropy Component Analysis

KECA is a recent method which takes advantage of
Renyi entropy [54]. The data processingwith the kernel trick
and the eigenvalues decomposition are identical to KPCA.
Applied to KPCA, the Renyi entropy are defined as follows:

V (p) =
m
∑

i=0
(�ieTi 1)

2 (10)

where (�1,… , �m) ∈ ℝm and (e1,… , em) ∈ ℝm×m are re-
spectively eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the decomposi-
tion ofMm,m(), and 1 is a vector where each element equals
one.
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Figure 9: Median localization errors with a training in SE, DE
and SA scenarios and a test in DE scenario.

Instead of selecting the eigenvectors corresponding to
the highest eigenvalues, the algorithm determines and re-
tains the eigenvectors which best contribute to the Renyi en-
tropy. The FLPS with KECA is equivalent to the one with
KPCA.
4.3. Applications

In Section 3.3.2, the SA scenario turns out to be the best
for the training of the NB classifier. Nonetheless, SLAM-
based data collection is not compliant with the SA scenario.
So we analyze UDCR methods depending on whether the
training dataset are collected in the SE, DE or SA scenario.
We have shown that the number of antenna elements at the
gateway can decrease the median localization errors in the
SA scenario. However, eight antenna elements at the gate-
way is not a common situation even though theWi-Fi 802.11
ax standard allows such a configuration. These MIMO gate-
ways are also very expensive for domestic environments.
Since the initial number of antenna elements at the gateway
was 8, we provided median accuracy errors with communi-
cation configurations based on 2, 4 and 6 spatial streams.
4.3.1. Data Collection Scenarios

In our study, we evaluate the SE, DE and SA scenarios
for the training dataset and the SE scenario for the testing
dataset. The FIFS [10] are included in the study to have a
comparison with an existing solution. Moreover, we include
only the results of PCA, FA and KPCA, to ease the reading
of the plotted figure.

Fig. 9 shows the median localization errors of the se-
lected methods. In the SE scenario, the KPCA method pro-
vides the highest errors whereas it achieves the lowest one
in the SA scenario. This shows the methods based on the
variance of the signal space such as KPCA are efficient if
and only if the data collection scenario is DE or SA. On the
other hand, the FAmethod performs fairly well in all the sce-

Figure 10: Median localization errors with R = 2, 4, 6, 8 with
the training phase in SA scenario and the testing phase in SE
scenario.

narios. Note that it is possible to achieve the opposite result,
whereby the UDCR method deteriorates the performances.
For instance, we got a median localization error of 1.76 me-
ters without UDCR methods in the SA training scenario, as
shown in Fig. 5. The tested methods in this study do not re-
sult in a median below 1.9 meters. The improvement of lo-
cation estimation accuracy by a UDCR method is correlated
to the data collection scenario. Here, the best method may
be different depending on the user´s criterion of robustness
and the accuracy of the implemented methods.
4.3.2. Different SIMO configurations

We select the training dataset in the SA scenario and
the testing dataset in SE scenario by varying from 2 to 8
the number of antenna elements at the gateway. We gener-
ate the median localization errors with the FA, ICA, KPCA,
KECA methods. Another method denoted RCSI-L was the
location estimation without a UDCRmethod as presented in
Section 3.3.

From Fig. 10, we observe that the FA and ICA meth-
ods have the same variation with an increasing number of
antenna elements. Both methods can be implemented if the
number of antenna elements at the gateway is high. The per-
formance of KPCA degrades slightly when R = 6, due to
the FLPS being limited to a specific number of parameters.
Finally, the main finding is that the KPCA and KECA meth-
ods can be implemented regardless of the number of antenna
elements at the gateway. However, when R = 8, the meth-
ods do not enhance the performances compared to RCSI-L.
According to the previous analysis in Section 4.3.1, the SA
scenario requires other data complexity reduction methods
to achieve an improvement of localization performances.
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5. Multi-score Evaluation
The studies in Section 4.3 revealed interesting results

with the UDCR methods. Nevertheless, it is still hard to
determine the best method in terms of accuracy and robust-
ness, in all cases. In the following section, we define mul-
tiple scores to efficiently assess the UDCR methods in all
possible cases.
5.1. Definition of Performance Scores

First of all, we define an experiment setup: data col-
lection occurs in a specific SIMO configuration. Also, the
data collection scenario is one and the same for the training
and testing datasets. For instance, a communication with
six antenna elements at the gateway, SE scenario for train-
ing dataset and DE scenario for testing dataset represents an
experimental setup.
We now define five scores to assess the localization perfor-
mance based on two indicators defined as follows:

• The indicator A, which is themedian localization error
of a solution.

• The indicator P, which is mathematically described as
follows:

P = 1 − A
A∅

(11)

where A and A∅ are the median localization errors of,
respectively, a UDCR-based solution and a UDCR-
free solution. This indicator, which is converted into
a percentage, is called the performance rate; it high-
lights the efficiency of implementing a UDCRmethod
in an experiment setup.

Based on these two indicators, we produce several
scores for a fast assessment of implemented UDCR meth-
ods. Let Nsimo be the number of SIMO configurations,
Ntrain and Ntest be the number of training and testing data
collection scenarios, respectively. We also have N� =
NsimoNtrainNtest and N� = NtrainNtest. For o ∈
[1,… , Nsimo], i ∈ [1,… , Ntrain] and j ∈ [1,… , Ntest], wedefine Aoi,j ∈ ℝ the first indicator and P oi,j ∈ ℝ the sec-
ond indicator. Consequently, the study has five performance
scores calculated with each tested UDCR method:

• The first score (S1) evaluates how the UDCR method
improves localization, thanks to the number of posi-
tive P lm,n:

S1 = 1
N�

Nsimo
∑

o=1

Ntrain
∑

i=1

Nsimo
∑

j=1
�1(o, i, j) (12)

where
�1(o, i, j) =

{

1 ifP oi,j ≥ 0
0 otℎerwise

Table 1
Classification of solutions according to the performance scores

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 Global Rank
KPCA KECA KECA KECA KECA KECA
0.972 0.212 20.44 2.31 21.10 (2,1,1,1,1)
KECA FIFS KPCA KPCA KPCA KPCA
0.944 0.256 23.32 2.35 19.83 (1,5,2,2,2)
PCA FA FA FA PCA FA
0.861 0.456 23.85 2.50 11.92 (4,3,3,3,4)
FA ICA FIFS ICA FA ICA
0.750 0.473 25.26 2.52 11.87 (4,4,5,4,5)
ICA KPCA ICA PCA ICA PCA
0.750 0.499 25.49 2.57 11.34 (3,6,6,5,3)
FIFS PCA PCA FIFS FIFS FIFS
0.611 0.535 28.55 2.84 1.05 (6,2,4,6,6)

• The second and third scores represent the general sta-
bility, i.e. how the location estimation framework re-
sponds to different SIMO configurations and to the
different training and testing datasets collected in the
different scenarios.
The median localization errors stability (S2):

S2 = 1
N�

Ntrain
∑

i=1

Ntest
∑

j=1
�2(i, j) (13)

where
�2(i, j) = maxo Aoi,j − mino A

o
i,j

The stability of performance rates (S3):

S3 = 1
N�

Ntrain
∑

i=1

Ntest
∑

j=1
�3(i, j) (14)

where
�3(i, j) = maxo P oi,j − mino P

o
i,j

• The fourth and the fifth scores show the mean perfor-
mance according to all data collection scenarios and
tested SIMO configurations.
The mean of median location estimation errors (S4):

S4 = 1
N�

Nsimo
∑

o=1

Ntrain
∑

i=1

Ntest
∑

j=1
Aoi,j (15)

The mean of performance rates (S5):

S5 = 1
N�

Nsimo
∑

o=1

Ntrain
∑

i=1

Ntest
∑

j=1
P oi,j (16)

These performance scores enables us to determine which
UDCR method is undoubtedly the best solution.
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Figure 11: The spatial density of TMG-H1 (left) and TMG-50% (right).

5.2. Application
In Section 3.3.2, the results show that the data collection

scenarios for the testing dataset could be ignored for
the study. We have nonetheless considered the different
scenarios for the testing dataset to enlarge the scope of our
results. We obtained a total of 252 median localization
errors based on RCSI-L, FIFS, PCA, FA, ICA, KPCA and
KECA. The Section 5.1 introduced five heuristic scores in
order to assess the localization performance of concurrent
solutions, according to multiple data collection scenarios
and SIMO configurations.

Table 1 summarizes the results: the first column cor-
responds to the score S1 defined in Equation 12, and so
on. In every column, the FIFS method and UDCR-based
solutions have been sorted from the best to the worst score.
For instance, a KPCA-based solution realizes the best S1
score and the FIFS has the worst S1 score. The last column
outlines the average of ranking according to the five scores.

The results with score S1 indicate that the implemen-
tation of FA and ICA methods cannot be recommended
without taking into account the SIMO configuration and
the scenario of the training dataset collection. On the other
hand, KPCA and KECA methods have the best scores
S1. This means that these methods are good at improving
localization, at least compared to the UDCR-free solution.
However, the irregular performances of KPCA method,
mentioned in Section 4.3.1, are shown with a S2 score. This
result is evidence that the S2 score reflects the stability of
the performance across different experimental setups.
The S3 score provides information about the variation of im-
provements among all the experimental setups. The values
highlight the risks of implementing PCA, which may vary
widely from one experimental setup to another. The ranking
of KECA with scores S2 and S3 demonstrates its stable
localization error across different SIMO configurations.
However, it is difficult to give a definitive recommendation
with these three scores. To solve this problem, the scores

S4 and S5 help confirm the recommendation. The KECA
ad KPCA methods are at the top positions, which highlights
the reliability of both approaches.
The last column ranks the methods according to the average
ranking of each method calculated with the scores S1, S2,
S3, S4 and S5. We provide, in a tuple, the ranking of the
method with each score. This last column proves that the
KECA method is very relevant to improve localization. The
FA method for the FE model is an appropriate implementa-
tion whenever a user needs a fast and easy deployment of
the solution.

These results were limited to training datasets collected
according to the initial TMG of Fig. 3. The assessment of
the most reliable UDCR method could be also dependent on
the spatial density of the TMG which is the objective of our
last analysis.
5.3. Different Training Mesh Grids

The previous analysis focused on an evaluation of UDCR
methods in the initial TMG. However, we have to ask if
KECA is still the best method in other TMGs.

We build eight new TMGs from the initial TMG of
Fig. 3, based on two approaches. The first approach is
to design a virtual grid from the initial TMGs. Indeed,
the initial TMG has irregular meshes due to the physical
limits of the channel sounder, the shape of rooms and the
obstructing objects and walls. So we redraw the grid of the
initial TMG, which leads to 210 virtual training locations in
a virtual main grid denoted VMG, a 2-D coordinates matrix.
After vectorizing the matrix, we select 2-D coordinates
according to the odd indexes and the even indexes that
are stored in two independent vectors. Then, the locations
without CSI data are removed from both vectors. We then
build two new TMGs: TMG-H1 and TMG-H2.

The second approach is to select arbitrarily some
training locations from the initial TMG. Then, we build two
TMGs by keeping 10% (TMG-101 and TMG-102), two by
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Table 2
Global ranking of the different training mesh grids

Initial TMG TMG-H1 TMG-H2 TMG-75 TMG-50 TMG-251 TMG-252 TMG-101 TMG-102
KECA KECA KECA KECA KECA KECA KECA KECA KECA

(2,1,1,1,1) (1,1,1,1,1) (1,2,4,1,1) (1,1,4,1,1) (2,2,4,1,1) (1,1,4,1,1) (1,1,1,1,1) (1,1,2,2,1) (2,1,3,1,1)
KPCA KPCA KPCA KPCA KPCA KPCA KPCA ICA ICA

(1,5,2,2,2) (2,5,2,2,2) (2,4,1,2,2) (2,3,2,2,2) (1,3,1,3,2) (2,3,1,2,2) (1,4,3,3,2) (1,3,4,1,2) (4,2,1,2,2)
FA PCA FA FA PCA ICA FA PCA KPCA

(4,3,3,3,4) (3,2,4,5,3) (3,3,3,3,3) (4,2,1,3,5) (2,4,3,5,4) (3,4,2,3,3) (5,3,2,2,3) (3,4,3,5,5) (1,4,2,4,4)
ICA ICA PCA PCA FA FA ICA KPCA FA

(4,4,5,4,5) (4,4,3,3,4) (4,6,2,5,4) (2,4,3,5,3) (4,5,5,2,3) (4,2,3,4,4) (3,5,4,4,4) (3,5,5,4,4) (3,6,5,3,3)
PCA FA FIFS ICA FIFS PCA PCA FIFS PCA

(3,6,6,5,3) (4,3,5,4,5) (6,1,5,6,6) (5,6,5,4,4) (6,1,2,6,6) (5,6,5,5,5) (6,2,5,6,6) (6,2,1,6,6) (4,5,4,5,5)
FIFS FIFS ICA FIFS ICA FIFS FIFS FA FIFS

(6,2,4,6,6) (6,6,6,6,6) (5,5,6,4,5) (6,5,6,6,6) (5,6,6,4,5) (6,5,6,6,6) (6,2,5,6,6) (5,6,6,3,3) (6,3,6,6,6)

keeping 25% (TMG-251 and TMG-252), one by keeping
50% (TMG-50) and one by keeping 75% (TMG-75) of
the training locations from the initial TMG. For instance,
Fig. 11 represents two spatial densities which are TMG-H1
and TMG-50% composed of 55 and 54 training locations
respectively. Finally, we perform the multi-score evaluation
in every TMG as presented in Section 5.2. We display
the average ranking of methods for each TMG as the last
column of Table 1.

Table 2 shows the results for all the tested methods. The
UDCR-based solution with a KPCA method rank well, but
does not perform well with low spatial density TMGs, such
as TMG-101 and TMG-102. PCA oscillates between the
third and fifth position. Also, it has a high average of me-
dian localization errors according to the score S4. Table 2
shows that FE models based on PCA and KPCA methods
leads to a low stability of score S2, especially in low-density
TMGs. For UDCR-based solutions with FA and ICA, the
implementation of the FA method is better than ICA in high
spatial density TMGs. On the other hand, ICA is better than
FAwhen the TMGonly conserves 10% and 25% of the initial
TMG. A UDCR-based solution with the KECA method has
sometimes a low S3 score because of the FLPS. Neverthe-
less, UDCR-based solution with the KECA method defini-
tively outperforms the other ones in all TMGs, providing
generally the best S1, S2, S4 and S5 scores. Now, the anal-
ysis does not provide quantitative information such as the
median accuracy errors. But such an analysis is beyond the
scope of this paper and is not necessary to justify the relia-
bility of KECA methods.

6. Conclusion
This work provides a method to assess channel state

information (CSI) based fingerprinting solutions for single
gateway indoor localization. We start by analyzing dif-
ferent data collection scenarios with different single-input
multiple-outputs (SIMO) configurations. The testbed repro-
duces a data transfer between a low-energy mobile target de-
vice with a single antenna element and an anchor gateway

composed of eight antenna elements. Data collection occurs
in three scenarios: a static environment (SE), a dynamic en-
vironment (DE) and a static environment where the target de-
vice moves slightly and arbitrarily around its location (SA).
A first finding is that the SA scenario performs as well as
the SE one. This is promising for future deployment of CSI-
based fingerprinting solutions. A second finding is that the
localization accuracy improves as the number of antenna el-
ements increases at the gateway in the SA scenario. We ex-
tend the preliminary analyses to the study of unsupervised
data complexity reduction (UDCR) methods. In doing so we
introduce the principal component analysis (PCA), the factor
analysis (FA), the independent component analysis (ICA),
the kernel PCA (KPCA) and the kernel entropy component
analysis (KECA) methods. We find that PCA and KCPA
methods have low accuracy in the SE training scenario while
the FA method provide good performances, whatever the
data collection scenario. We then assess how difficult it is
to improve the localization in the SA scenario with UDCR
methods. Another outcome is that the FA and ICA meth-
ods enhance the accuracy in direct relation with the number
of antenna elements at the gateway. The KPCA and KECA
methods show stable performances whatever the SIMO con-
figurations. We also show how difficult it is to determine the
best method, and hence define five heuristic scores to assess
the accuracy and robustness of solutions in multiple exper-
imental setups. The first score indicates the improvement
of a method compared to a UDCR-free method. The sec-
ond and third scores provide information about the stability
of performances in all SIMO configurations. The fourth and
five scores give the average performances for all the possible
cases. Based on this multi-score evaluation, the implemen-
tation of KECA method outperform the other approaches.
Finally, the procedure is repeated in several training mesh
grids (TMG). The last analysis proves that a UDCR-based
solution with the KECA method delivers the best localiza-
tion, regardless of the training mesh grid.
We then analyze and assess different methods across vari-
ous data collection scenarios and SIMO configurations. The
studies provide major results for the development of CSI-
based fingerprinting solutions. We are able to determine the
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best UDCR method thanks to a multi-score evaluation. This
method is limited to give scores in one TMGbut it is possible
to integrate multiple TMGs in the definition of the scores. If
the system has multiple antenna elements at the target de-
vice and multiple bandwidths, it is then possible to extend
the definitions of the performance scores. While we have ap-
plied these scores to assess UDCR methods, we can equally
apply them to analyze other solutions based on supervized
DCR, machine-learning or deep-learning techniques.
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